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Party Rockers FAQs
How do I turn Furby Party Rockers On/Off?
Similar to Furby 1.0, Furby Party Rockers do not have an on/off switch. To 
turn it off try the following:
1. Place Furby in quiet room and do not play with it.
2. Remove the batteries.
3. Using the Furby App, put Furby to sleep.

How do I install the batteries?How do I install the batteries?
1. Loosen 1 screw using a phillips head screwdriver (cross) from the 
plastic base of Furby
2. Remove the base
3. Insert 3 AAA alkaline batteries
3. Push the refresh buton for 2 seconds
4. Replace base and tighten screws

Where can I find the datecode on my Furby?Where can I find the datecode on my Furby?
Furbys date code is in the form of a hot stamp. It is located inside the 
battery compartment, visible while looking direcly into the compart-
ment.

There is a high pitched tone coming from Furby and/or my iOS device.
The noise you are hearing is how Furby communicates with the mobile 
device and other Furbys. Some people may hear it, others will not. Some 
animals may also hear the noise. Don't worry, the tone will not cause any 
harm to people or animals.

I changed the batteries in my Furby to fresh/new alkaline batteries and 
it is still acting "weird". How do I fix it?
Remove the base of Furby and push the refresh button for 2 seconds, then Remove the base of Furby and push the refresh button for 2 seconds, then 
replace the base. This will reset the hardware while retaining all of the 
personality data.

My Furby fell asleep and I can't seem to wake him up.
Remove the base of Furby and push the refresh button for 2 seconds, then 
replace the base. This will reset the hardware while retaining all of the 
personality data.
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Furby Cleaning Instructions
Gently brush your Furby's hair with a cloth or soft brush to loosen any 
dirt. Then use a SLIGHTLY damp cloth to remove any stains. DO NOT put in 
the washing machine, submerge in water or get Furby wet in any way 
other than using a slightly damp cloth. DO NOT use detergents or stain 
removers on the fur.

Where are Furby's Sensors?Where are Furby's Sensors?
Furby is sensitive to motion, sound, & other Furbys.

Can I use the free Furby app with my Furby?
Yes; The free app will function with your Furby Party Rocker

iOS & Android App feature descriptions:
Voice Changer: Make your FURBY sound as big as an elephant or as tiny as 
a squirrel. Pick a potion and swipe it to hear FURBY change voices!
Video Maker: Make FURBY the star of its own movie! Hit record and give Video Maker: Make FURBY the star of its own movie! Hit record and give 
Furby acting cues from the app to get an award-worthy performance.
BoomBox: Sing it, FURBY! Choose from 4 songs and listen to FURBY sing 
along. Get a few FURBYs together and hear them harm


